HGGS Winter Forum
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften
29th January 2024: 5 pm s.t.

WELCOME REMARKS
Prof. Dr. Harald Fuess
HGGS Spokesperson

KEYNOTE LECTURE
INTERDISCIPLINARITY UNLEASHED: TRANSFORMING RESEARCH THROUGH A HUMAN-CENTERED LENS.
Prof. Dr. Frédéric Darbellay
Head of Inter- and Transdisciplinarity Unit, University of Geneva

DOCTORAL PROJECTS
Pilgrimage of Visual Assertions: Capturing flows of Anti-Caste Popular Prints within the Urban Spaces of Mumbai.
Devyani Bhosale, Faculty of Behavioural and Cultural Studies.

Re-conceptualizing Bildung: George Eliot’s English Contextualization of the German Tradition of Bildung.
Yesum Chon, Faculty of Modern Languages.

Tempus amandi - Liebeskunst (nach Ovid) in Pounds frühen Cantos.
Ilaria Pinzo, Faculty of Philosophy.

Digital Hindutva: The Visual Public Sphere of Alt-Right in Contemporary India.
Rishika Rai, Faculty of Behavioural and Cultural Studies.

“Poderío amazónico de las mujeres” - Amazonian Women’s Power: Leadership and Protection Strategies in Contexts of Conflict and Violence.
Marian Orjuela, Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences.

“I don’t want to die with my hands up or legs open”: Understanding Translocal Bodies, in, and as, Protest.
Kanya Viljoen, Faculty of Modern Languages.

Moderation: Jonathan Lench & Iva Petrak

Reception in the Academy Hall